A graph consists of a nonempty vertex set and an edge set, denoted G=(V, E). An unordered pair of edge v,w is known as an undirected edge and an ordered pair of edge (v, w) is known as a directed edge. A graph with directed edges is called a directed graph, simply a digraph; otherwise an undirected graph. Usually, an undirected graph is simply known as a graph. This paper gives a new approach to complete graph and investigates some results related to this idea.
Introduction
The theory of graphs was established in 18 th century by Leonhard Euler on the Königsberg Seven Bridges problem. A graph is an expedient way of representing information involving relationship between objects. The objects are represented by vertices and relations by edges. Graphs can be used to model many types of relations and processes in physical, biological, social and information systems. Many practical problems can be represented by graphs. In computer science, graphs are used to represent networks of communication, data organization, computational devices, the flow of computation, etc. A graph structure can be extended by assigning a weight to each edge of the graph. Graphs with weights (or weighted graphs) are used to represent structures in which pair wise connections have some numerical values. For example, if a graph represents a road network, the weights could represent the length of each road.
Most of the articles in graph theory are considered only simple graphs. A simple graph is a graph that has no loop(s) and/or no parallel edge(s). When we construct a network of main cities connectivity in a country, we just think a city as a crossing point (vertex). Recent days, every metropolitan city consists of many malls and historical places to visit by a tourist. Therefore a tour operator wants to make sure a tourist to visit all historical places and shopping malls in a big city with maximum gain and minimum expenditure, in this situation the tour operator can make a circle (loop) to cover maximum places in that city, so we need to consider a self-loop for each vertex (point) and include this concept in complete graph. In this paper, we consider G = (V, E)is a finite undirected connected graph without multiple edge(s).
Preliminaries
In this section, let us recall some basic notions and their related results in graph theory, which are referred in [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] .
A graph is an ordered pair G = (V, E), where V is the nonempty set of vertices of G and E ⊆ V × V is the set of edges of G. Two vertices v and w in an undirected graph Gare said to be adjacent or neighbors in G if {v, w} is an edge of G. The c 2017 BISKA Bilisim Technology concept of incidence associates an edge to the nodes that are connected by that edge. For example an edge e = {v, w} is incident to the nodes v and w. The order of G is number of vertices in G, denoted |V | . The size of a graph is |E| , its number of edges. The end vertices are vertices connected by an edge. An edge has same end vertex is called a self-loop (simply loop), degree of a loop is counted two. Two or more edges are having same end vertices are called parallel edges (or multiple lines). A simple graph is a graph that has no loop(s) and/or no parallel edge(s).
A complete graph is a graph in which each pair of vertices is joined by an edge, a complete graph of n vertices is denoted by K n , it has n 2 edges. Note that a complete graph of odd vertices is odd complete graph; similarly a complete graph of even vertices is even complete graph. The neighborhood of a vertex v in a graph G is the induced subgraph of Gconsisting of all vertices adjacent to v and all edges connecting two such vertices. The neighborhood is often denoted 
A walk is an alternating sequence of vertices and edges in a graph. A trail is a walk that does not contain repeated edge(s). An Euler trail is a trail in a graph that visits every edge exactly once. Similarly, an Euler circuit is an Euler trail that starts and ends at the same vertex. An Euler graph is a graph that contains an Euler circuit. A connected graph is Euler graph if and only if every vertex has even degree.
An adjacency matrix is a square matrix used to represent a finite graph. The elements of the matrix indicate whether pairs of vertices are adjacent or not in the graph. A unit matrix is a matrix consisting of all 1's, denoted J m×n , where m is number of rows and n is number of columns. A unit square matrix of order n is denoted by J n .
Loop-full complete graph
This section firstly introduces odd and even regular graphs and secondly a loop-full complete graph. Finally, it investigates some of their properties.
Definition 1. A k-regular graph is called an odd regular if k is odd number; similarly a k-regular graph is called even regular if k is even number.
Example 1. K 3 is even regular, each vertex has degree two; K 4 is odd regular, because each vertex has degree 3. In general K n is odd regular if n is even; K n is even regular if n is odd. 
Definition 2. A graph G = (V, E)is said to be loop-full complete graph (LFCG) if it is complete graph and each vertex has a loop (self-loop), a loop-full complete graph of n vertices is denoted by K n .

edges.
Proof. Let G = (V, E)be a loop-full complete graph (LFCG) with nvertices. Since G is complete with n vertices, we have n 2 edges. Here, G = K n . Therefore, the total number of edges in K n is counted as the sum of the number of edges in K n and n edges (loops). Therefore, G has n 2 + nedges. Thus G = K n has exactly n(n+1) 2 edges.
Proposition 2. Every loop-full complete graph K
Proof. Let G = (V, E)be a LFCG with n vertices, that is G = K n . We know that, a complete graph of nvertices is (n − 1) -regular. For each vertex in K n , there are (n − 1) adjacent edges and a loop, so we count degree two for each loop and (n − 1) degree for its adjacent edges. Therefore, the degree of each vertex is (n − 1) + 2 = n + 1. Thus K n is (n + 1)-regular graph.
Proposition 3. The adjacency matrix of a loop-full complete graph K n is J n , (i,e.,) A(K
Proof. By the definition, the adjacency matrix of a complete graph of n vertices K n , we have
In LFCG, each vertex has a loop, so every vertex is connected itself, we have
a unit matrix of order n.
Proposition 4. Every Odd LFCG has even degrees.
Proof. Let G = K n with n = 2k − 1, k ∈ Z + . Then the degree of each veretex is (n − 1) + 2 = (2k − 1 − 1) + 2 = 2k, which is even. Thus we get the result.
Corollary 1. Every even LFCG has even degrees.
Proof. Proof is trivial.
Proposition 5. Every Odd complete graph is an Euler graph.
Proof. let G = K n where n = 2k − 1, k ∈ Z + . Then the degree of each vertex in K n is even. By the result, a connected graph is Euler if and only if every vertex has even degree. Thus an odd K n is always an Euler graph.
Proposition 6. Every odd LFCG is Euler graph.
Proof. Let G = K n where n = 2k − 1, k ∈ Z + . Then the degree of each vertex along with self-loop is even. By the result, a connected graph is Euler if and only if every vertex has even degree. Thus an odd K n is always an Euler graph.
Conclusion
This paper has initiated a new approach to complete graph and discussed various results using this new concept. Further, we can extend this idea to other graph theory topics as well as fuzzy graphs in near future.
